
So ends another year.Things have happened,
people were born, people died and Jimmy White
is still no closer to being the Snooker World
Champion. Basically it was the shame old shit as
the year before, with one or two new additions.
Maybe you went skydiving for the first time,
shaved off all of your pubic hair or traded in your
spouse for a nineteen year-old ambidextrous
nymphomaniac… but in general you just got up
in the morning, did some stuff and then went to
bed 365 times.

Creatively, a few acts have impressed me locally in
2007.The James Dean Syndrome look like a hot
prospect despite their liquid gold addictions and
desires to film a  camp version of the Battle of the
Somme.The theatre group Scarlet Lights are the
new darlings of the night, offering the Adelphi-
going public a comedic distraction from their
Ebola-rife bathroom facilities and the “poet from
the pavement” Mike Watts has been doing some
interesting things with rhyme and meter here
and there.

That’s about it really. Not to bring anyone down
but everything else I saw was shit. At least those

people have something to strive for in the New
Year though, so even if, during your act, I felt a
strong urge to blow my brains out with a Bazooka
don’t feel too bad. It’s not you, it’s just me.
As for the rest of the world we are still at war.
Bush is still President, Blair has converted to
Judaism, Brown is shuffling paper and all manner
of exotic and inhumane crimes are being
committed every hour of everyday, be it Japanese
Fisherman murdering thousands of Dolphins in a
macabre blood bath or the Burmese Peasants
being shot up by a corrupt military dictatorship
…..and those are just the things we know about!
Imagine what foul and dastardly deeds are being
committed behind closed doors.The mind
boggles it really does.

Still, there are Heroes out there who make the
tragedy a little easier to bare, those who provide
us with brief relief from the daily grind but, more
often than not, remain unnoticed and
unappreciated.Take the lady who does the
Saturday morning breakfast shift at Zest on
Newland Ave., for example. I don’t know her
name and I know nothing about her but she’s
always there with a smile and sparkly eyes and
what more can you ask for, when you’re in the
midst of a brutal hangover, than a sexy senorita

serving you Sausage and strong Coffee.Then
we have the Old Gal who dresses up

as a Bumble Bee in Princess Quay
and rattles her charity box all

day long.That woman
would melt even the
frostiest of hearts and
come the day when
she slips gently
from this mortal, I’m
going to petition
the

council to erect a statue in her honour and I
implore you to do the same.There are others of
course, the person who passes you on the street
with a “Morning” or those knowing-looks through
a Bus window from a pretty girl or boy walking
by. It’s the little things like that which brighten
the day and help us to forget our troubles, our
struggles, our desires and our woes and those
precious seconds are, more often than not, worth
more than a hundred days of humdrum.
I’d like to end on a quote. Mainly because my
Theology tutor told me that I should never end an
essay with a quote, but also because I think it’s
the greatest quote of all time and never a single
truer word has been uttered by the lips of man, or
woman for that matter:

“I was always a singer and maybe no
more then that. Sometimes it's not
enough to know the meaning of things,
sometimes we have to know what
things don't mean as well. Like what
does it mean to not know what the
person you love is capable of?

Things fall apart, especially all the neat order of
rules and laws.The way we look at the world is
the way we really are. See it from a fair garden
and everything looks cheerful. Climb to a higher
plateau and you'll see plunder and murder.Truth
and beauty are in the eye of the beholder. I
stopped trying to figure everything out a long
time ago”- Bob Dylan

Happy Hanukkah!

Lee Cassanell.

Mouth
“Thinking” is the future!

     


